
Injectables Clinic Business for Sale Gold Coast

For Sale
Location: Gold Coast
Asking: $1,800,000
Type: Health/Beauty

Contact:
Paul Smith
0420 550 433

aubizbuysell.com.au/121596

Business Brokers Network
Australia
Broker Ref: 21720

Premier Injectables Clinic For Sale in Gold Coast
Are you ready to step into the lucrative world of beauty and aesthetics? Look no further! An incredible
opportunity awaits with the sale of this esteemed injectables clinic nestled in the vibrant beauty hub of
Gold Coast.

Established as a beacon of excellence in a remarkably short time, this clinic has swiftly risen to the
summit of the market, setting new standards in quality and customer satisfaction. Boasting an
impeccable track record and a legion of satisfied clients, it has earned a reputation as a leader in the
field.

Key Features:
- Prime Location: Situated in the Gold Coast, where demand for beauty services is perennially high,
ensuring a steady flow of clientele.
- Exceptional Reputation: Garnering rave reviews from discerning clientele, a brand has been built that
is synonymous with trust, quality, and results.
- Profitability: With robust financials reflecting stellar performance, this is a business poised for
continued growth and success.
- State-of-the-Art Facilities: Equipped with cutting-edge technology and modern amenities, providing
both clients and practitioners with a superior experience.
- Talented Team: A skilled team of professionals who are dedicated to delivering outstanding results,
ensuring each client receives personalised care and attention.

Why Invest:
- Lucrative Market: The beauty and aesthetics industry is thriving, offering abundant opportunities for
expansion and diversification.
- Turnkey Operation: With everything in place for seamless operation, you can hit the ground running
and capitalise on the established success.
- Untapped Potential: Despite the rapid growth, there's still ample room for expansion and innovation,
allowing you to further elevate the business to new heights.

Enquire Now:
Don't miss out on this rare chance to own a market-leading injectables clinic in one of Australia's most
sought-after locations. Contact us today and make this exceptional opportunity yours!

Enquire online at: aubizbuysell.com.au/121596
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